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Loggin on and signing to work
▪ When logging on, you must enter licence name, username and password
▪ When vehicle # is also entered, driver is logged on to that vehicle.
▪ When vehicle # is not entered, and driver has transits within few hours for some vehicle, driver is 

loggen on to that vehicle. If there are no orders within few hours, driver is logged on without a 
vehicle, and cannot execute orders in realtime.

▪ When driver log on, drivers is automatically signed to work.



Logging out
▪ When shift ends, or data that needs to be entered afterwards is entered, driver must log out using 

the button depicted in red on the main screen



Browsing orders
▪ Select ’Todo orders ’ from main menu
▪ Your orders are listed, and by clicking on order, you navigate to order details to browse or execute orders

When real time work time tracking is used, 
hour pay drivers see their current active 
work type in the top of the screen. By 
pressing the button, driver can change 
current active work type. In other words, 
drivers need to inform here what the are 
doing at the moment, for example transit 
or wait.



Executing order in real time
▪ Press the button circeled in red (1st image) every time when order’s state changes.
▪ The button in this position changes the state of the order, and usually also changes active work type (2nd 

image) corresponding to active order state.
▪ When order is executed, driver is navigated to summary screen, where actualization information can be 

browsed or altered if necessary. When data is correct, you press the button in bottom of the screen (3rd 
image). By pressing the button, order is set as actualized. 

▪ A signature from can also be required when cargo is delivered (4th image), in this case the customer either 
signs paper freight bill which the driver scans, or customer signs digitally using phone or tablet touch screen. 
When signature is required, signed delivery confirmation is sent automatically to customer as e-mail (freight 
bill)

▪ After this, driver is navigated back to ’Todo orders’ screen.

The bottom red button 
sets freight as delayed. In 
other words, vehicle and 
driver are cleared from 
the order, and the orde 
need to be transit 
planned again



Entering work time afterwards (option)
▪ It is also possible for drivers to enter worktime afterwards (e.g. many days transport abroad)
▪ Select ’Hour entries’ from main menu
▪ Enter day’s work to table
▪ When work time is entered to table, press the bottom save button.
▪ Note of succesful saving is displayed on the top of the screen, and entered rows should have green back color. 

When row is not green, row or portion of row’s worktime is outside order – in this case you should check that 
the times are entered correctly, and if necessary, alter the times – and press the save button

▪ Create a new collective agreement for those drivers that always enter work time afterwards, and set option 
’Hide worktime entering’. In this way, real time worktime entering is hidden for those drivers.



Windows settings
▪ Settings are  found in Control data -> Settings –application

▪ Setting on -> Web-portal: Display real time worktime tracking
▪ Setting on -> Web-portal: Allow real-time transit execution (from todo orders screen)

▪ In settings, there are several things which can affect drivers’ UI. They determine what functions can be 
used and what is shown to the driver

▪ When customer signature is required on delivery, set corresponding settings in Settings -application

You do not have to change settings
Settings are set correctly
on deployment


